Abstract. Here we consider a general approximation-solvability scheme involvng A-regnlar operators -a generalization of A-proper operators -introduced and studied by Petryshyn Construct a solution x of the equation
as a strong limit of solutions z,, of the simpler finite-dimensional equations (the so-called approximate equations)
AnZn = Qnb
(xn E Xn,n = 1,2,...) (2) with respect to the approximation scheme 7ro. In order to solve this problem, Petryshyn developed the notion of A-properness of an operator A: X -Y, which is not only closely connected with the approximationsolvability of the equation Ax = b, but it extends and unifies investigations concerning Galerkin type methods for linear and nonlinear operator equations with other newer results in the theory of strongly • -monotone and accretive operators, operators of the type (S), ball-condensing and other mappings. The A-properness is equally applicable to the approximation-solvability of abstract semilinear equations of theJorm.
Ax+Nx=f,
where A is a Fredhoim mapping of index zero and N a quasibounded nonlinear mapping such that A + N is 'A-proper. Among the significant applications of these results-is the approximation-solvability of semilinear elliptic equations of the type
Ax+F(x,u,Du,...,D2mu)=f
exhibiting double resonance with F having a linear growth. It is known that many boundary value problems for ordinary and partial differential equations can be formulated as abstract operator equations of the type (3) if the operators are chosen in suitable spaces. While the A-properness has the tremendous power of unifying several classes of A-proper mappings, it is not strong enough to give any information about the existence of solutions of the finite-dimensional approximate equations, and even if they exist and are uniformly bounded, there exists just a subsequence converging to some solution. This leads to expect that the numerical applications of A-proper mappings are feasible under extra arguments. For more selected details on the approximation-solvability involving A-proper mappings, we refer to [3 -8] and [10] . In this paper, we first consider the approximation-solvability of the equation Ax = b in the context of A-regularity -a generalization of the A-properness -in general normed spaces. Second, we give the A-regular version of Petryshyn's theorem [4] . Finally, we apply the obtained results to approximation schemes in Banach spaces.
Note that the approximation schemes in the context of A-regular operators have definite edge over the approximation schemes for A-proper operators in the sense that these require minimal hypotheses.
A word of caution:
Here and in what follows, the symbols -+ and Z shall denote strong convergence and weak convergence, respectively. To this end, we are just about to consider the general appro3dmationso1vability of equation (1) involving A-regular operators relating to the approximation scheme 7r0.
General approximation-solvability
In this section we give an upgrade of the approximation-solvability based on the concept of A-regularity -a generalization of A-properness. Step ( To this end, the A-regularity of the operator A ensures the existence of a. subsequence (x,,,) such that x,,' -x . and Ax = b.
Finally, we show that x,, -x and Ax b. Let us choose, for fixed b E Y and n no, x, E X, with Anxn = Qb. Then we have sup,, ll x lI < oo. It is obvious that ll 4n a n -Qbli -0 as n -oo. The A-regularity of the operator A ensures the existence of a subsequence {x,,} of {x,,) such that x,, --+ x and Ax = b. It follows that each subsequence {x,, } of {xn} has another subsequence jx n,, } with Zn" _+ x and Ax = b. The limit element x is the same for all subsequences since-the equationAx b has exactly , one solution x. It follows that the entire sequence converges discretely to x, that is x,, -X . As a matter of fact, this follows from an analogous argument as in the proof of the convergence principle [9: Proposition 10.13 (1)]
Step (C2) = (Cl). The proof of this implication is trivial. Proof. For brevity, we shall write n. for n'. Let sup,, II v II <no, and let A,,x,, -b,  that is, limn-oo II An x n -Q,,bII = 0 with A,, = Q,,(A + C) E,,. Since sup,, II E,,D < no, the sequence {E,,x,,} is bounded. Given that the operator C is compact, there exists a subsequence of {x,, }, again denoted {x,, }, such that -CE,,x,,-z inYasn -'no.
Since sup,, IIQII < oo, this implies that IIQ,, CE,,x ,, -Q,,zIl -i 0 a n -* 00. 
Since C is compact, by (5) and (6), we obtain Cx = z. Hence, x,, -x and (A+C)x = that is, A + C is A-regular U
Here we consider an example, in which we compare the A-properness with Aregularity. Note that if we try to place this result in an A-proper setting of Theorem 1.1 under the approximation scheme represented by Diagram 1, it is difficult, while it is easier to handle with an A-regular setting.
A-Regularity in Banach spaces
Let 1r2 = { Xn , X, E.*} be an approximation scheme represented by the diagram
Here X is a real reflexive separable infinite-dimensional Banach space. Let {X} be a Galerkin scheme in X with X = span{ e l ,,, ..., en',,), n € N. Let E,, : Xn + X be the embedding operator with X,, C X. The connection operator .R,, : X-iX,, is constructed in a manner that, for each x E X, there exists at least one element R,,x such that 11 -R,,x = dist(x,X,,). Let all operators A n = EAE,, be continuous.
Consider the operator equation

Ax=b (XEX,bEX*) (7)
along with the approximate equations A,,x,, = Eb (x,, € X,,;n = 1,2,...) (8) with respect to approximation scheme ir2 . For n 1,2,.., the approximate equations above are equivalent to Galerkin equations • Proof. Under the assumptions, it follows easily that 7r 2 is an admissible approximation scheme with the consistency and stability ensured by the uniform monotonicity of the operator A: X -X. To this end, it suffices to show that A is A-regular. Let sup,, IIx n jj < 00 and A,,x,, -' b in X for in E X,,. Since X is reflexive, there exists a subsequence, , again denoted by {x,,}, such that z,, -' -D+ x in X. Since {X,,} is a Galerkin scheme, dist(x,X,,) -0 for all x € X and, hence, it follows' from the construction of 
